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Trader Assistant - Indexation trading desk M/F - VIE Hong-Kong
Date de début
Métiers
Activité
Entité
Localisation
Nature de l'offre
Durée du contrat
Référence

Immédiat
Finance de marché
Banque de financement et d'investissement
SG CIB
Hong Kong
VIE
18 Mois
VIE-MARK/GEF/TRD-HK2

Your environment

Join for a VIE the Investment Banking arm of Société Générale (SGCIB), and more precisely our Global Equity Flow (GEF)
department in Hong Kong.

SGCIB/GEF desk offers to regional and worldwide customers flow and derivatives opportunities on a broad range of products,
encompassing stocks, indices, warrants, Exchange Traded Funds and execution services on Asian markets.
Serving mainly institutional (Hedge Funds, Asset Manager, Banks,…) and retails investors, we provide reliable and competitive
hedging solutions and risk management strategies. Capitalizing on our true global platform, SG CIB provides round-the-clock
extensive pricing capabilities on derivatives, denominated in all major currencies.

More precisely, you will be integrated within the Indexation trading desk belonging to the GEF business line.

Your role

As a trader assistant, your main missions will be to:

Further improve the tools used to price and analyze client transactions, optimize inventory usage, balance sheet
profitability and funding constraints, position management.

Help traders in the monitoring of the market environment by collecting news and intelligence in order to provide the
facts on which to base trading decisions and products pushes, this includes Repo, Funding and Dividends parameters.

Help with the operation of the activity with certain operational tasks.

The VIE assignment in a nutshell

This VIE in Hong Kong is to begin as soon as possible but you need to plan 3 months between your application date and the
beginning of your VIE assignment. It will last 18 months. You will receive an allowance to complete Ubifrance allowance.
The VIE is a specific contract, under Ubifrance’s eligibility criteria, opened to candidates under 28 and from the member states
of the European Economic Space. For further information, please see www.civiweb.com.
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Your profile

Graduate from Engineering School or University, with major in Finance, you have a first experience in a dealing room. You are
proficient with Excel , Visual Basic and SQL and knowledge of financial products.

Your speak English fluently. Speaking Chinese (cantonese) or Japanese would be a plus.

You are reliable, quality-oriented and demonstrate cooperation and team spirit.
You are adaptable and you have entrepreneurial skills.
Finally, your ability to estimate risk and your self-control will be the keys to succeed in your mission.

Your career path

This mission will give you the opportunity to learn how a trading desk work in a concrete manner on different topics: market
operation, risk assessment and mitigation, commercial operation and interaction with sales and clients, product knowledge.

You may have the opportunity to join Société Générale group permanently after your VIE mission, according to opportunities,
without going through the whole recruitment process again.

To facilitate the examination of your application by our English-speaking managers, we thank you for applying in English.
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